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Update on the ELA/R
and SLA/R TEKS
review process
By Margaret Hale, SLATE/NCTE Liaison

On Wednesday, April 15th, Amy Blakely, Executive Director of
TCTELA, and Margaret Hale, SLATE/NCTE Liaison, attended the
first day of the State Board of Education’s three-day April meeting
to represent TCTELA in any discussion regarding the ELA/R and
SLA/R TEKS review. The meeting began shortly after 9:00 a.m.,
and the majority of the day was spent with the Board discussing
Career and Technical Education courses.
At 5:00 p.m., the Board arrived at the ELA/R and SLA/R TEKS
review agenda item. Monica Martinez of TEA provided them with
an update of the process. Martinez informed the Board that the
upcoming revision would be limited to ELA/R and SLA/R, health,
and physical education and not include other courses as originally
planned because the staff of TEA believe these revisions will take
quite a bit of time. Board members were given a handout outlining
the step-by-step process for the TEKS review. Currently, TEA is
on step 2 which involves Board members doing some homework.
Board members also received two folders, one of which
contained a list of people who applied for the ELA/R review
committees, and the other of which contained a list of people who
applied for the SLA/R review committees. The Board was charged
with indicating which people they will nominate for the review
committees and listing their top priorities/choices for each of the
committees.
The review committees will be set up as follows:
• ELA/R will have a committee for grades K-2, 3-5, 6-8, and
English I-IV
• SLA/R will have a committee for grades K-2, 3-5, and ESOL
I and II
Martinez explained that Board members are not limited to
nominating individuals that appear on the provided lists. They
are also allowed to nominate other people if they so choose. They
are also allowed to nominate people who are not in their district.
Martinez did ask that if they choose to do that, they should speak
to the Board member in whose district the nominated person
resides as a matter of courtesy.
TEA did not bring applications for other high school English
courses besides English I-IV. Martinez explained that this is
because they want to get through this round of nominations first.
Then they will move to other high school English courses.
Ms. Cargill commented to the Board that this is an incredible
number of responses and applicants, and she thanked the
continued on page 8

Let your voice be heard
By Kim Pinkerton, President-Elect

It is that time again. The English Language Arts and Reading
essential knowledge and skills (ELAR TEKS) are under review at
the State Board of Education (SBOE) and the Texas Education
Agency (TEA). Teachers, administrators, literacy proponents, and
politicians have already met to discuss the TEKS review process
that will move forward this summer. And, TCTELA is taking
its place among the many stakeholders who have a voice in that
review process.
Because TCTELA is committed to representing the voice of the
teachers, administrators, and literacy leaders of Texas during this
process, TCTELA has commissioned the Texas A&M University
Education Research Center to conduct a study examining
perceptions related to ELAR (inclusive of SLAR) TEKS and teacher
training. Our collaboration with the TAMU ERC is vital because
we want to ensure that the teacher voice is validly captured and
effectively reported to the SBOE and TEA.
While we will be acquiring the voice of many teachers,
administrators, and literacy leaders across Texas, not just TCTELA
members, we will also be investigating the perceptions and needs
of just our TCTELA members as well. TCTELA is very interested
in hearing from our valued members, and we hope to be able to
represent you as we continue talks with the SBOE and TEA. In
addition, we will use the data collected from TCTELA members
to tailor professional development experiences that will assist
each of you as you begin the process of implementing these new
standards.
So, look for the survey that will come from the TAMU ERC
via email during the latter part of May. Take a few minutes to
share your perspective. What you have to say could not only
impact the ELAR TEKS review, but it will certainly inform
TCTELA about how to serve its members. Now is the time to
let your voice be heard. We look forward to hearing from you.
pinkertonk@uhd.edu
from the blogosphere...
Start your OWN education blog!
http://theeducatorsroom.com/start-education-blog-that-makes-money/

...to the website
Join NCTE affiliates this summer for meaningful professional development.
www.tctela.org/affiliates
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Together, we can do this!
By Cindy Benge

Since the conference at the end of January, board members and committee chairs have
been working to represent TCTELA members on several fronts.
In this active legislative year, TCTELA representatives have met with legislators
concerning proposed educational legislation, have kept members informed of the progress
of legislation pertaining to ELA/SLA, and have worked to keep members informed on the
progress of the upcoming TEKS revision.
In February, TCTELA members and their students participated in Literacy Education
Day in Austin, canvassing the Capitol and speaking to legislators and legislative aids about
topics such as assessment, classroom sizes, Reading Academies, and universal pre-K. We
have also kept abreast of bills of interest and notified members when action was warranted.
This summer, work groups will begin revising the ELA/R and SLA/R TEKS. In
representing our members, TCTELA board members have worked closely with five state
literacy organizations (Texas Association of Literacy Educators, Texas Association for
the Improvement of Reading, Coalition of Reading and English Supervisors in Texas,
Texas Association of Bilingual Educators, and National Writing Project) and two state
administrative organizations (Texas Association of School Administrators and the
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development) to provide information and
support to members of the State Board of Education (SBOE) as they plan and organize
the TEKS revision. The six literacy organizations also sent out emails encouraging our
members to apply to be members of the work groups.
TCTELA has also commissioned a group of researchers at Texas A&M University to
conduct a survey to be administered to Texas teachers and ELA supervisors concerning
perceptions of the current TEKS and how teachers might best be served in the roll-out of
the new TEKS when they are implemented. The information gathered will be provided
to participating literacy organizations and other interested parties, such as legislators and
SBOE members.
It has been a busy spring, and as the school year draws to a close, we will continue to
work on your behalf to represent the interests of ELA teachers and students. Throughout
the remainder of the spring and summer, we hope that you will actively monitor legislation
pertaining to literacy that is making its way through the Senate and House of Representatives
and that you will contact your Senator and Representative to provide them with your input.
We also hope that you will complete the survey when it arrives in your inbox so that your
voice is heard.
We still have a lot of work to do this year to meet our goals, but together we can do this!
cbenge@aldine.k12.tx.us

Find us on Facebook
TCTELA - Texas Council
of Teachers of English
Language Arts

Follow TCTELA on Twitter: @tctela
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Summer Reads
Fatal Fever: Tracking Down Typhoid
By Margaret Hale, SLATE/NCTE Liaison

I

find myself more and more drawn to
informational/nonfiction books for teens. When
this one arrived in my mailbox, the title sucked
me in right away. Many of us have often
heard, or maybe even used, the term “Typhoid
Mary,” in jest when referring to a sick friend
or colleague. Ever curious about the origin of
phrases like this, I was anxious to learn about
the real Typhoid Mary.
Jarrow’s book opens in 1907, New York City, with Mary
Mallon answering a knock at the servants’ entrance of a New York
townhouse where she worked as a cook. When her eyes fell upon
the visitors, she jabbed at them with a fork and then ran back into
the home in the direction of the kitchen. Talk about beginning with
action! From that point on I could not stop turning the pages. I
had to know what caused Mallon to fear the visitors. I had to know
how she had been tracked down. And I had to know why they
were looking for her.

Within the pages of this fact-filled book, readers are introduced
to a number of people who were prominent in the field of public
health in the early 1900s. Dr. George Soper, a doctor also known
as the germ detective, who tracked many cases of typhoid back
to Mary Mallon. Sara Josephine Baker, the medical inspector
who was sent to visit Mallon to collect urine and fecal samples in
order to determine if she was a healthy typhoid carrier. And Mary
Mallon, later nicknamed Typhoid Mary, who was the first case of a
healthy carrier of typhoid disease in the United States.
Readers of all ages will learn a lot about
infectious diseases in the United States in
the early 20th century and information about
how sanitation practices have changed all
while reading what feels like a detective
novel! I am looking forward to reading
Jarrow’s latest book, Red Madness: How a
Medical Mystery Changed What We Eat!
grithale@aol.com
			

Tapping into art to develop writing:
a brief review of Syllabus: Notes from an accidental
professor by Lynda Barry
By Jane M. Saunders, English in Texas Co-Editor

Like most English teachers, I constantly
scrounge for new ways to invite students to the
writing table. We are fortunate to be working
in a time where our notions of writing are
expanding. With the spread of graphic novels,
social media, and the Internet a veritable array
of interesting models exist that we can use as
springboards for student writing. While reading
the blog Brainpickings, http://www.brainpickings.
org/2014/12/02/lynda-barry-syllabus-book/, I discovered the work of
Lynda Barry, and her book Syllabus: Notes from an accidental professor
that I have begun to use with students in a variety of ways. Lynda Barry
is a Discovery Fellow, Cartoonist and Author, and Assistant Professor
at the University of Wisconsin – Madison. In addition to her work at
the university, Barry teaches a writing workshop called “Writing the
Unthinkable” all around the country, which serves learners of all ages,
regardless of their artistic ability.

What makes Barry’s work so engaging is she is tapping not
only into art, but also literacy. Syllabus includes assignments from
her courses and workshops, and offers teachers some great ideas
for developing student thinking and creativity. Barry often asks
students to fold papers into quadrants and then times students’
drawings; this develops doodling and cartooning skills, and also
helps students develop stories that go along with these mini pieces
of art. To get an idea of what her book looks like, you can visit her
Tumblr: http://thenearsightedmonkey.tumblr.com/search/syllabus
One of my favorite assignments she includes is the Daily Diary
in students’ composition notebooks. There, students take note of
what they did, what they saw, and things they overheard. These
can then serve as details or story starters for students to weave
into larger pieces of writing. If you worry that your writing tasks
have become stale, particularly for students who grapple with
putting words to the page, you should check out Barry’s book!
janesaunders@txstate.edu
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I Am Reading… Collins and Glover’s refreshing
look at young readers
By Kim Pinkerton, President-Elect

With recent emphasis on college and career
readiness, the expectations about how reading
instruction should be conducted in pre-k,
kindergarten, and first grade have changed.
Standards have increased at the top, therefore,
pushing more requirements on the earlier
grades. It was this college readiness trend that
prompted Kathy Collins and Matt Glover to
study the thought processes of young readers and to share what
young readers really need in order for teachers to ultimately get
them college ready. Collins and Glover (2015) say, if teachers can
teach by being “considerate for childhood,” then readiness comes
easily and is no longer the only goal (p. 15).
In their new book, I Am Reading: Nurturing Young Children’s
Meaning Making and Joyful Engagement with Any Book, Collins
and Glover encourage parents and teachers to “nurture [students’]
reading intentions” and meet them where they are (p. 23). Collins
and Glover share the importance of empowering children to read
aloud, even when they cannot read conventionally, and using
those moments to teach.
Collins and Glover’s book includes 11 really practical chapters
and 26 wonderful videos (through links in the digital book and
QR codes in the paper copies) that show a continuum of reading
development and examples of teachers assisting and conferring
with young readers. The book presents the idea that a natural
process lets the focus rest on meaning making by using what the
text presents and what the reader knows, making young children
readers even before they can decode. Understanding that children
are readers anywhere on this continuum changes what teachers
do. Teachers can no longer view these types of readings as “no
big deal” or “really cute” moments. These are teachable moments.
Repeated readings of texts unlock the opportunity for kids to
apply what they have heard and also give teachers the chance to
“observe with intentionality” (p. 43).
To help parents and teachers understand how to take advantage
of these observations, Collins and Glover provide characteristics
to look for as students are moving through their language
level interactions with familiar texts and, ultimately, new texts.
They offer ideas for conferring at each of these language and
independence levels. They propose that teachers can encourage
young children to read unfamiliar texts and apply the skills they
are learning through the teaching that occurred with familiar
texts; children will have a level of confidence to transfer this
knowledge. This experience forces children to make higherlevel decisions in order to construct meaning. Teachers can also

“calibrate conferences” to promote reading a variety of genres…
triaging the most serious needs of students first, while, at the same
time, considering both the language and independence levels (p.
94). The triaging mentioned by Collins and Glover insinuates that
expert teachers will know when to teach “in the sweet spot between
where [a child] is in that moment and what might be next for
that child” (94). It is a complicated process that will require much
consideration and skill on the part of the teacher, but Collins and
Glover’s new book provides the right information to lead teachers
successfully through these processes.
While Collins and Glover target parents and teachers of
children in pre-k through grade 1, it is important to consider what
this could mean for older readers. Is it important to give older
readers a chance to reread familiar texts before engaging with new,
challenging pieces? How much time do teachers of older students
spend in productive conferring situations with these readers as
they engage with difficult texts, scaffolding them in “the sweet
spot”? Collins and Glover’s research implies that readers need
teachers to teach them through familiar texts before they engage
with texts that are more difficult (like canonized works). And,
when students engage with those challenging pieces, they need
teachers to be strategic, meeting students in just the right place at
just the right time. To learn more about strategies for conferring
and engaging readers, consider this new work by Collins and Glover
and attend Kathy Collins’s session at the 2016 TCTELA conference.
pinkertonk@uhd.edu
Collins, K. & Glover, M. (2015). I Am Reading: Nurturing Young
Children’s Meaning Making and Joyful Engagement with Any Book.
Adobe Digital Edition, ISBN 978-0-325-05092-8. Portsmouth,
NH: Heinemann

Save the date!
2015 NCTE Annual Convention
Responsibility, Creativity, and the Arts of Language
November 19–22
Minneapolis, MN

Postconvention Workshops
November 23–24
For more information,
visit www.ncte.org/annual
ANNUAL CONVENTION

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 2015
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Professional development from Twitter?
By Kimberly Craig, VP-Elect of Membership and Affiliates

When first introduced to Twitter I felt
like a twit. Really. It can be overwhelming
and a bit ADD-inducing when you are first
beginning to use a social media platform
like Twitter. There are various people to
find and follow, so many new actions to
learn, and the daunting task of posting
something that you think everyone wants
to know. While this was how I was feeling
a few years ago, others have been able to
sign up for Twitter and fly through all of
the tweets of others and post hundreds of
tweets themselves.
Tweeting has become a norm for some in
the education field. One avenue innovative
educators have been utilizing is Twitter for
professional development. PD for teachers
is typically “the transmission of knowledge
from the teacher to the students rather than
the active construction of own knowledge
through active participation” (Reinhardt,
Wheeler, & Ebner, 2010). Recall those days
of district professional learning in large
rooms, with many of your colleagues,
with a “one-size-fits-all” mentality from
the presenter. Educational research
recommends differentiation, yet PD lags far
behind this. So what if Twitter could help?
According to Forte, Humphreys, & Park
(2012) teachers on Twitter are “progressive
thinkers who are in a position to build
the trust and support networks necessary

to strengthen leadership in educational
communities and increase the effectiveness
of reform efforts that serve their shared
interests in appropriating social media for
the classroom.” So using Twitter for PD
could be the catalyst to changing teachers’
experiences across content areas, grade
levels, and technology proficiencies. The
benefits to using Twitter for PD include
the qualities that teachers value most
such as immediacy, personalization,
differentiation, community, and positivity
(Carpenter & Krutka, 2014). You do not get
all of those qualities in the traditional sitand-get PD sessions.
Using Twitter allows teachers to gain
valuable professional learning at their
fingertips. Teachers are able to participate
in their own learning by following and
contributing in educational chats. “Twitter
chats, sometimes known as a Twitter party
or a tweet chat, happen when a group of
people all tweet about the same topic using
a specific tag (#) called a hashtag that allows
it to be followed on Twitter. The chats are at
a specific time and often repeat weekly or
bi-weekly or are only at announced times”
(Fouts). Some of the most popular chats
are #educhat, #nctechat, #txedchat, and
#engchat. Find a plethora of educational
chats here http://goo.gl/clmFf5 from Jerry,
@cybraryman1. A tip for starting your

professional learning with chats is to use
Tweetdeck, Nurph, or Hootsuite on your
computer to follow the fast-paced, multiple
posts sometimes from around the world.
For those of you who have experience with
chats, I encourage you to consider being the
moderator of a chat. Be sure to announce
your chats with your TCTELA colleagues via
@TCTELA. So let the tweeting chats
commence! Make sure to look for me
@kcraig55 and share your professional learning.
Kimberly.Craig@ccisd.us
Resources
Carpenter, J.P., & Krutka, D.G. (2014,
August 13). How and why educators use
Twitter: A survey of the field. Journal of
Research on Technology in Education, 46(4),
414-434.
Forte, A., Humphreys, M., & Park,
T. (2012). Grassroots professional
development: How teachers use Twitter.
Proceedings of the Sixth International AAAI
Conference on Weblogs and Social Media,
106-113.
Fouts, J. (n.d.) How to participate in a
tweet chat. Retrieved 2015 from
www.janetfouts.com.
Reinhardt, W., Wheeler, S., & Ebner, M.
(2010). All I need to know about Twitter
in education I learned in kindergarten.
Key Competencies in the Knowledge Society,
322-332.

dmund J. F
The Eme Service Aarrell
Lifeti

ward

WINNERS
1999 Dr. Edmund J. Farrell

2004 Dr. Nancy Roser

2009 Dr. Leslie Patterson

2000 Dr. Lanny Van Allen

2005 Dr. Shirley Wright

2010 Valerie Taylor

2001 Dr. Karen Kutiper

2006 Carol Siskovic

2011 Dr. Joan Shiring

2002 Dr. Barbara Samuels

2007 Dr. Joyce Armstrong Carroll

2012 Dr. Liz Stephens

2003 Dr. Sharon O’Neal

2008 Dr. Margaret (Peg) Hill
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Literacy education and the 84th Texas Legislature
By Tracy Kriese, Legislative Action Committee Chair

With the 84th Texas Legislature poised to hear multiple bills
relevant to literacy education, TCTELA leaders met in early
February to determine three primary areas of focus for its advocacy
efforts: the implementation of full-day Pre-K in order to lay a firm
foundation for learning, the instruction and assessment of both
reading and writing in order to promote balanced literacy, and the
reduction of class size and total student load in order to provide
more effective feedback and instruction.
On February 18, teachers and students from across the state
participated in TCTELA Advocacy Day at the Capitol, sharing
their stories and expert testimony with lawmakers. TCTELA found
support for its positions, though there was some concern expressed
as to the affordability of full-day Pre-K and the efficacy of adopting
additional class size limits given the ease with which districts can
receive waivers for compliance.

Several bills relating to assessment have seen action this legislative
session. Most notable for teachers of English is HB 1164, which
removes the composition requirement from the fourth grade,
seventh grade, English I and English II STAAR exams. Students
at those levels would still take objective tests in English Language
Arts, but assessment of written composition would become
the responsibility of each school district. Districts would have
flexibility in choosing the format of those writing assessments,
including the option of portfolio review. The bill requires that
annual district and campus results in writing assessment be posted
on each campus website, but those results would not be reported
to TEA nor used in state accountability measures. If the bill
becomes law, it would take effect for the 2016-2017 school year.
tkriese@eanesisd.net

Inviting the next generation to the mountaintop
By Diane M. Miller, Ph.D., Pre-Service Teacher Committee Chair

As

a graduate of the University of
Texas, people often wonder at my lack of
Longhorn gear. But my answer is simple
(with apologies to those of you who bleed
burnt orange): I fell in love with the town
more than the school. Austin will always
hold a chunk of my heart. Cresting those
hills just past Elgin on 290 always awakens
the butterflies. No matter the weather, I
swear that the heavens touch our capital
city with golden fingers. Is the image
over the top? Absolutely. However, the
combination of Austin and TCTELA is
a thrilling one for this English teacher.
The TCTELA Annual Conference, no
matter the city, consistently provides that
“mountaintop” experience for novice and
veteran teachers. Next year’s conference
promises to both inspire and exhilarate our
teaching in an exquisite setting.

For those of you who embrace the
conference year after year, think of what that
experience does for your teaching. Think of
the lifelong connections you establish, the
critical friends you encounter, and the fresh
perspectives you entertain. Now, consider
how valuable that experience would have
been if you had enjoyed it at the outset of
your career—perhaps, even, before you
finished the certification process. You could
make that happen for pre-service teachers
from around our great state of Texas!
How? The TCTELA Pre-Service Teacher
Conference Grant!
At the 2015 conference in Houston, a
group of area college students received
lodging and registration in exchange
for volunteering. With enthusiasm and
appreciation, these students embraced the
conference with the gusto of even the most

2015
TCTELA Conference

seasoned veteran attendees. For the 2016
conference, you can help us to increase the
number of applicants for this beneficial
grant so that a diverse group of pre-service
teachers from across Texas can embrace the
TCTELA conference experience.
This summer, the Pre-Service Teacher
Committee plans to create a contact list
for each college and university in Texas.
We encourage you to send us the names
of those literacy-minded teacher educators
who could nominate students for this
grant. Please send contact information
to petersond@uhd.edu. You may also
nominate students directly via the TCTELA
website by clicking here. Thank you in
advance for helping the new generation of
teachers to experience the mountaintop.
petersond@uhd.edu

2016
TCTELA Conference

Schedule and Handouts available at:

Presentation Proposal:

www.tctela.org/conference-archives/

www.tctela.org/2016-presentation-proposal-form-1
tctelaConf2016a.indd 1

12/9/14 2:15 PM
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Update on the ELA/R and SLA/R TEKS review process
continued from page 1

professional organizations for reaching out to members. Ms. Martinez
also commented that TASA had helped in the effort of seeking
applicants as well.
Ms. Martinez notified Board members that the deadline for their
nominations is May 15th. Members were asked to please sign and
date their nomination forms so there are no questions. She added
that ALL review committee members MUST be nominated by a
member of the SBOE.
In response to a question from Board member Beltran, Martinez
explained that the review committees will work in grade level bands
to facilitate vertical alignment conversations. TEA believes this will
also lead to more consistency with the TEKS.
TEA expects each committee to be comprised of 15 people, or one
member per each Board member’s district.
Board members were also asked to identify expert reviewers from
the packets of resumes and applications they received from TEA.
The deadline for these nominations is also May 15th, but Martinez
stated that identifying experts takes top priority over committee
nominations. Every Board member may identify one expert making
the total number of identified expert reviewers seven. The final seven
experts must each be nominated by at least two Board members.

Discussion then centered around how many of the expert
reviewers should be ELA/R and how many should be SLA/R. Several
Board members shared their opinions. Ultimately they agreed to
discuss the matter further amongst themselves before submitting
nominations.
Ms. Martinez explained that the plan is to convene the review
committees sometime this summer, possibly late July or early August.
She provided members with a calendar of pertinent dates. From
now through May 15, Board members will submit nominations
for expert reviewers and for review committees. TEA is hoping that
the expert reviewers can be determined and can begin their work
no later than June 15 with a July 14 due date, in time for the July
SBOE meeting. Ideally she would like to get feedback from expert
reviewers sooner, but it will be on the July agenda regardless. If all
goes as planned, TEA anticipates notifying individuals nominated
to review committees the week of June 8, and the earliest possible
date for committees to begin meeting would be the week of July 20th.
For a link to a video of the meeting, please visit http://www.
texasadmin.com/agenda.php?confid=TEA_FB041515&dir=tea.
grithale@aol.com

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Review the submission guidelines at http://www.tctela.org/english-in-texas/
Publication: English in Texas Volume 45.2 (FALL/WINTER 2015)
Theme: Face(book) Value: Creating and Curating Identity and Literacy Online
Call for Professional Submissions (Deadline: September 1st, 2015):
We are immersed in social networks online. Social networking sites (SNS) such as Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and Google+ are used extensively by
children, adolescents, and adults. According to recent data, 90% of adults aged 18-29, 78% of 30-49, 65% of 50-64, and 46% of adults aged 65+ are on
Facebook. As of 2013, 94% of adolescents aged 12-17 were on Facebook. In spite of this burgeoning use of social media, there is not a corresponding
movement to help both students and adult users differentiate between accurate and inaccurate/misleading information discovered online. Regarding
adolescents, current NCTE President Ernest Morrell notes, “for all of their digital expertise, there is still a great deal that these youth have to learn
about how to process the information that they are inundated with via these new portals of information” (p. 301).
For this call, we would like to know how you and your students are drawing on social media and for what purposes. We view the Internet and social
media as tools for developing and enhancing identities both real and perceived. How do you and your students use your social media presence to create a real or imagined identity(ies) online? We also see social networking venues as practical spaces for students to critically examine the validity of
others’ representations of themselves and the information they share. In your classrooms, do you discuss ways to curate a social media presence that
examines stories, pictures, videos, and other artifacts disseminated through different platforms? How are you helping students understand that they
might be sharing misinformation when they “like” particular stories on Facebook? What ways are you using social networking tools to enhance your
pedagogical practice and/or to teach students to examine the information they are taking in via social media critically? Have you introduced students
to fact-checking web sites while they are conducting research for class? !
What problems or solutions might you share to help other teachers grappling with ways to encourage a more critical examination of the information
shared through social networks? How can online social networks be incorporated into literacy instruction for the 21st century and beyond? What is the
value of Facebook?

Call for Student Submissions (Deadline: October 15th, 2015):
Do you use social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, imgur, Tumblr, and YouTube? Do you have a blog or vlog? Do you follow one?
We encourage students to submit blog entries, tweets, Facebook posts, and even selfies, as well as reflections of how they use social media in their lives.
Do you consider people your age the “selfie generation”? Could you explain to grown ups why you take selfies and share them on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram? You could also write reviews of other social media platforms (ello, Kik, Snapchat, etc.) that your teachers might not even know exist! Creative
writing such as stories and poems that reflect on social media use or have social media use as a topic are also welcome.
References
Morrell, E. (2012). 21st-century literacies, critical media, pedagogies, and language arts. The Reading Teacher, 66 (4), 300-302. http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheets/
social-networking-fact-sheet/ http:// www.pewinternet.org/2013/05/21/teens-social-media-and-privacy
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TEA curriculum update
By Karin Miller, Statewide ELA/Reading Coordinator Texas Education Agency, Curriculum Division
The State Board of Education (SBOE) has begun the process for
review and revision of the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills
(TEKS) for English language arts and reading (ELA/R) and Spanish
language arts and reading and English as a Second Language
(ESL). As a reminder, the current ELA/R TEKS are located in 19
Texas Administrative Code (TAC), Chapter 110, and can be viewed
at http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter110/index.html. The
review that is currently under way includes the ELA/R TEKS for
kindergarten-grade 8 and English I-IV. Please note that elective
courses will be reviewed at a later date.
Educators, parents, and business and industry representatives,
and community members will have multiple opportunities to
provide input during the various stages of the TEKS review process.
Applications for nomination to TEKS review committees were
posted to the Texas Education Agency (TEA) website in March
2015, and over 500 applications were received. SBOE members are
expected to appoint expert reviewers and nominate individuals to
serve on review committees by the summer. Each of the ELA/R
TEKS reviewers will be assigned to work on one of the following
committees: Kindergarten – 2nd grade; 3rd grade – 5th grade; 6th grade
– 8th grade; and English I – IV. Committees will meet several times
in Austin during the summer and fall of 2015 to review the current
TEKS and make recommendations for revisions to the SBOE.
Documents
that
reflect
TEKS
review
committee
recommendations will be posted online for informal feedback

from the public. Informal feedback and expert recommendations
will be provided to SBOE members. The SBOE meeting schedule
is available at http://tea.texas.gov/About_TEA/Leadership/State_
Board_of_Education/SBOE_-_State_Board_of_Education/.
Information specific to the ELA/R TEKS review is available at
http://tea.texas.gov/Curriculum_and_Instructional_Programs/
Curriculum_Standards/TEKS_Texas_Essential_Knowledge_and_
Skills_%28TEKS%29_Review/English_Language_Arts_and_
Reading_TEKS/. The page will be updated throughout the process.
Projected timelines for the approval and implementation of the
revised ELA/R TEKS and the instructional materials adoption
cycle are shown in the “TEKS and Instructional Materials Working
Document.” This document and general information about
subject area TEKS reviews is available at http://tea.texas.gov/
Curriculum_and_Instructional_Programs/Curriculum_Standards/
Texas_Essential_Knowledge_and_Skills_-_Subject_Area_Reviews/.
You may also find the State Board of Education Process for Review
of Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills document, which is also
available on the TEKS webpage, helpful for learning further details
about the TEKS revision process. Questions may be directed to
TEKS@tea.texas.gov.
Thank you for your commitment to Texas students. As always,
please feel free to contact me in the TEA Curriculum Division
should you have any questions or concerns.
karin.miller@tea.texas.gov

What are you doing to promote literacy at work?
By Kelly Tumy, Recording Secretary

In a recent Twitter chat, former NCTE President Ernest Morrell
challenged educators with this question: What are you doing to
promote literacy at work? As ELA professionals this is at the heart
of the job description, and many see it as a calling to grow a love of
reading. Teachers instill that love in the various grades taught, but
as professionals, how will our community and even our students
know that literacy is a staple of how we see our own learning, a
passion for us? We need to promote literacy daily in what we read
for enjoyment and for professional growth.
Taking this challenge head on, I began a campaign to do just this.
I emailed our administration building with the simple question:
What are you reading and why? The responses received were as
varied as the individuals with whom I work. One was reading the
latest in the Mitford series, another the DTC Testing Manual. But
where we can miss the mark at times is the value we place on certain
kinds of reading. Reading requires practice and the process takes
effort. If we like what we are reading, we should be sharing that
daily with students and coworkers, building a stronger community
of readers state-wide.
Putting up a district literacy wall was just the incentive we needed
to get the conversation going about reading. It was never a secret

what each person was reading, but now it is a topic of conversation
in the hallways as we trade titles and share insights into our innerreader personalities! We wonder who is reading each book and
why they chose it. The literacy wall is just outside my office, and
each conversation makes me smile just a bit broader to hear all my
colleagues discussing books. Now the challenge is out to campuses,
and principals are starting the conversations with their staffs as
well.
So I challenge the organization of TCTELA—how will you
promote literacy at work?
ktumy@crosbyisd.org

Concho Valley Teachers of English

6th Annual Summer Conference
Join in the Unconference Remix at
ESC Region 15 in San Angelo, TX.
Register online: http://tinyurl.com/CVTEnglish2015

TEXAS
Cleburne High School, Cleburne
Preslie Grumbles
Guyer High School, Denton
Tiffany Wang
Keystone School, San Antonio
Katherine Mansfield
McNeil High School, Austin
Justin Connor
Westlake High School, Austin
Julia Schoos
Westlake High School, Austin
Brandon Li
Westlake High School, Austin
Kati Chen

TEXAS
HIGHEST AWARD______________________________________________________
North East School of the Arts, 1400 Jackson Keller Rd., San Antonio, TX 78213
Groundlings
Faculty Advisor: Amy Stengel
Student Editors: Marcus Martinez, Holly Rice
Saint Mary's Hall, 9401 Starcrest Dr., San Antonio, TX 78217
The Walrus
Faculty Advisor: Amy Williams-Eddy
Student Editor: Olivia Nastala
The John Cooper School, 1 John Cooper Dr., The Woodlands, TX 77381
Inkblots
Faculty Advisor: Peter Elliott
Student Editor: Shannon Klein

SUPERIOR—NOMINATED FOR HIGHEST AWARD___________________________
Alamo Heights High School, 6900 Broadway St., San Antonio, TX 78209
The Jabberwocky
Faculty Advisor: Kathleen Chupp
Student Editors: Rachel Rascoe, Gretta Kershner
Cy-Fair High School, 22602 Hempstead Hwy., Cypress, TX 77429
Voices in Ink
Faculty Advisor: Mary-Patricia Hayton
Student Editors: Sarah Garner, Sierra Johnson, Katherine VanDrehle, Taylar Thompson
Ursuline Academy, 4900 Walnut Hill Ln., Dallas, TX 75229
Esse
Faculty Advisor: Monica Cochran
Student Editor: Madeleine Case
Westlake High School, 4100 Westbank Dr., Austin, TX 78746
The Final Draft: Maybe, Possibly, Whatever
Faculty Advisor: Moira Longino
Student Editors: Ben Wallace, K. Garcia, N. Hanna, S. Haywood, E. Krakow, Z. Schroeder, N.
Sleeper

SUPERIOR____________________________________________________________
Kealing Middle School, 1607 Pennsylvania Ave., Austin, TX 78702
Inkblot
Faculty Advisor: Sarah Waggoner
Student Editors: Mia Crockett, AstridTorres-Johnson, Rachel Fuller
Klein High School, 16715 Stuebner Airline Rd., Klein, TX 77379
Perspectives
Faculty Advisor: Sarah Waggoner
Student Editors: Brandon Ohl, Karen Yang, Sierra Schuman, Faustine Sun, Kirby Elkels,
Rishabh Juneja

EXCELLENT___________________________________________________________
Abilene High School, 2800 N 6th St., Abilene, TX 79603
Gallimaufry
Faculty Advisor: Seth Pace
Student Editors: Noah Hancock, Valarie Sellers, Amanda Olaro, Christian Villarred, Samuel
Garcia, Orian Flower
All Saints’ Episcopal School, 97 Saints Circle, Ft. Worth, TX 76108
The All Saints’ Review
Faculty Advisor: Scott Jarrett
Student Editors: Sarah McLaughlin, Ryan Nguyen
Cypress Creek High School, 9815 Grant Rd., Houston, TX 77070
Graffiti
Faculty Advisor: Leslie Laird
Student Editor: Sami Hatcher
Episcopal High School, 4650 Bissonnet St., Bellaire, TX 77401
Light & Shadow: Xenolalia
Faculty Advisor: Hillary Houle
Student Editors: Emma Scully, Addie Tapp
Houston Christian High School, 2700 W. Sam Houston Pkwy., Houston, TX 77043
Magnum Opus
Faculty Advisors: Susan Perry, Sherie Pierce

EXCELLENT___________________________________________________________
Lufkin High School, 309 S. Medford Dr., Lufkin, TX 75901
Panther Perspectives
Faculty Advisor: Christine Harrington
Student Editors: Carina De La Cruz, Vanessa Chiquito, Yamilex Robles
Marcus High School, 5707 Morriss Rd., Flower Mound, TX 75028
Insight
Faculty Advisor: Megan Youngblood
Student Editor: Caitlin Israelson
Winston Churchill High School, 12049 Blanco Rd., San Antonio, TX 78216
Savrola
Faculty Advisor: Benny Del Castillo
Student Editors: Kristen Jacobson, Rachel Zahn

ABOVE AVERAGE______________________________________________________
Jackson Middle School, 4538 Vance Jackson Rd., San Antonio, TX 78230
Untangle the Words
Faculty Advisor: Terry Shell
Student Editor: Ethan Longoria
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Reflections of a teacher on hall duty
By Malaika Easton, Multicultural Awareness Committee Chair

Every day it is the same routine. After each class is dismissed to
travel to their next class, I walk the half block to the seventh grade
pod for hall duty. At times the five-minute passing period feels like
five hours. On an exceptionally slow break between classes, I took
time to reflect on Jamie Lee Curtis’s picture book, Is There Really a
Human Race?
Is there really a human race? While at the park, a ginger-headed
child asked his mother the above question. She allowed her son
to rattle off his thoughts and concerns, which took him through
his ancestry and even a maze. Only after listening did the mother
provide a calm response to his inquiry.
Am I racing my friends? Unlike the young protagonist in the text,
the students around me do not seem to be in a race against their
friends. Between asking students to either “walk with a purpose”
or the occasional reminder that “hands are for helping”, I observed
students gravitating towards each other. In the most general sense,

the seventh grade community seemed to be a group of cultures,
which depending on the circumstance collide randomly.
Why am I racing? What am I winning? Does all of my racing keep
the world spinning? As I meandered around the pod, the musings
began. The students. My students. My kids are the materials. My kids
are the multicultural text. I have chased new ideas and the latest this
or that for the classroom. They (my kids) read each other and decide
their own best fit. It is on me to help them win, not just watch them
between classes, but rather to read them, gather text that appeals and
reflect how they define themselves.
When do I know that my kids win? When they race to collide with
a book that fits them.
Shouldn’t it be looking back at the end that you judge your own race
by the help that you lend?—Jamie Lee Curtis
malaika.easton@fortbend.k12.tx.us

Readiness standards and the face of instruction
By Kelly Tumy, Recording Secretary

For ELA teachers from grades 3-10, the
Readiness Standards from TEA function
differently than do standards from other
disciplines. Teachers do not have content
to teach; they have recursive skills with
increasing text complexities to tackle each
year. Some students come to the next grade
reading on grade level, or above/below
grade level. While similar learning gaps
exist in math, science and social studies,
ELA teachers need to be more purposeful
in addressing the readiness standards
to help build a stronger foundation for
reading in any genre. When teachers create
a strong foundation with these text-types,
other genres and even writing can be more
successful.
Building better readers is a daunting
process at any grade level. Whether it is
teaching students how to read or how to read
better, elementary and secondary teachers
alike must push for more independent
practice with these texts. Much of a class
period each day is spent in the examination
of a text and with a teacher’s dissemination

of information about the text, asking
students to identify the conflict, to describe
the setting, even pointing out the setting to
them. But at what point in instruction do
teachers hand over the reins and see what
students can do with a piece of text?
What this should not translate to is more
“practice passages” for reading, but should
be real observations by teachers, recording
the information on a Google Form, and
using the information gathered to go back
and revisit and to improve instruction.
What small groups can be assembled to
concentrate on a particular standard?
How can students learn from others who
understand a concept? How can the teacher
help students better access texts of any
genre?
Concentrating on the readiness genre
of fiction will help build strength in
reading both drama and poetry. There
are similar TEKS teachers use with any
literary text, and practicing reading skills
both guided and independently, helps
build a deeper understanding of how these

texts complement each other. If a reader
understands characterization, she can
make the transfer of learning to persona in
poetry and even actor in a drama. Time
spent in fiction will be paid forward for the
learner to then deepen understanding and
analysis of literary texts. Similarly, time
spent in expository fiction, examining a
central idea and supporting details will
help the reader connect to procedural
texts and even persuasive texts with similar
elements.
Taking time to use formative assessment
to see where students are in their reading
seems to be slipping by the wayside in dayto-day instruction. There are so many
standards to cover and cover well before
a state assessment, taking the time to see
students work through any text and to
examine their reading habits will pay off
greatly come assessment time. Teachers
need to be less concerned with the amount
of text they cover and be more aware of how
students access and work through a text.
ktumy@crosbyisd.org
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Reading-writing workshop and high school
By Katrina Gonzales, Executive Secretary
A student’s desk holds further
evidence that reading-writing
workshop works at the high
school level: students begin
purchasing their own books.
Both of these titles are written
by YouTubers, a genre popular
with our current high school
students.

Each time I mentioned that I wanted to bring reading-writing
workshop to high school, she delightedly shot me down. “You can’t
do that at high school. In high school students must read classics
like Beowulf, and Tess of the D’Ubervilles, and Hamlet!” Her nasally
twang rang against my ears.
Nonetheless, my mother always noted my strong will, and I used
that quality to persevere throughout the second half of the summer,
weeding through my 8th grade classroom library and saving books I
felt high schoolers would enjoy. Books like Everybody Sees the Ants,
Copper Sun, and The Diviners. Authors like Matt de la Peña, Sharon
Draper, and Carl Deuker. I lovingly filled boxes with well-worn
titles, remembering that Stupid Fast was the first entire book Juan
read since Dr. Seuss, and musing about the time that The Wolves of
Mercy Falls trilogy spurred a reading-writing frenzy with Mikayla,
a self-professed “non-reader”.
“Yes,” I insisted the next time I encountered her. “Reading-writing
workshop WILL work in high school! Look. I have proof. Penny
Kittle does it, and countless others have followed her footsteps.”
She rolled her eyes dramatically. “Just wait,” she retorted. “High
school students won’t buy this ‘book choice’ flotsam and jetsam.
They’ll want you to challenge them with the classics. Harangue
them with the rhetoric. That’s what high school teachers do.”
So I read more about reading-writing workshop at the
high school level, talked to Texas teachers who successfully
implemented it, gathered up my mettle, and confronted her right
before school started.

“Listen. I’ve had enough of your negativity! I’m bringing readingwriting workshop to my high school classroom, and you can go
discourage someone else from their dreams,” I boldly remarked.
She said nothing. To be honest, “she” was me, and I had done
everything possible to quiet the voices in my head that said
reading-writing workshop could not be implemented past the
middle school level. The time to test this theory was now, and my
bookshelves were ready.
Flash forward to May, and I can attest to the fact that readingwriting workshop does, in fact, work at the high school level. Want
proof? I have some:
1. I have students donating books to our classroom library
regularly. They recognize that books they enjoy are books
others might enjoy. Hence, a community of readers.
2. Rarely does a student walk in my room without a book. If
that happens, he makes quick work of standing at the shelves
getting a class-mate’s advice and choosing his next read.
Some still rely on me to make those choices, but the number
of students relying on my expertise has decreased as they
find peers who have the same reading palate as they do.
3. While I do have “official” times during class when we “talk
books,” I hear book chatter occurring daily, quietly, between
students. I have to admit that, when I catch this happening,
I feel like singing and dancing and running through the
hallways. So far, I have refrained and simply perform La
Macarena in my head.
4. Books are falling apart. I’ve had to replace several titles this
year. Books like Grasshopper Jungle, Reality Boy, and Between
Shades of Gray have traveled to football games, family
reunions, and Sonic runs, returning tattered, worn, and, most
importantly, well-read. I am down with replacing books
when I hear students tell me that they love reading again.
5. Students have asked me if they can borrow our classroom
books over the summer. Mind you, I do not have a summer
reading requirement, AND these students are not the
students who came into Room 320 believing the whole
“books are our friends” line. They have rediscovered the
power of story, and even the lazy days of summer will not
take that power away.
Have there been moments of doubt throughout the year?
Of course! Will next year be different in the way I establish readingwriting workshop? Most definitely. At the end of 185 days in Room
320 with 84 sophomores, nothing, not even the doubt within, will
convince me that reading-writing workshop cannot be accomplished
with high school students. I know because I have lived it.
katgonmom@gmail.com

